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AA Conference 2019 Natal Chart
14 Jun 2019, Fri 17:45 BST -1:00 St Neots, UK
52°N14’ 000°W17’ Geocentric Tropical Placidus True Node
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Welcome!
We come together as the world builds to an especially difficult time.
Over our time together, the year’s Saturn / Pluto conjunction, recently
transited by the North Node in Capricorn, is being opposed by Mercury, Mars
and the North Node in Cancer. Jupiter may be hanging back in Sagittarius
right now, but it is retrograding in a challenging square to Neptune in Pisces.
When Jupiter joins Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn this coming December, we
will descend into a tapestry of impossible situations which will create the
need for us to accept each other’s way of doing things!
With the Moon rising in Scorpio, making a water grand trine and kite with
Neptune and the Capricorn / Cancer opposition, the days leading up to
Conference will have seemed like coming to Conference was escaping to
sanity. We will come hoping for understanding, sympathy; some last hope to
find kindness to heal the harsh ‘realities’ that everyone is enduring.
With the Moon entering Sagittarius at 10.04 BST on Saturday 15th June, building
to oppose Venus late that evening, and then a full Moon on the morning of the
17th, expect a quickening of pace that may seem unbearable, even impossible
at times. Knowing the astrology, we can stay firm and grounded. Make the
most of networking - make notes, share addresses and order talks you may
have missed. As much as any before, this year’s conference offers wonderful
contributions from exceptional astrologers. If you cannot be everywhere, or
talk to everyone as much as you would wish, be determined to go home with
ways to catch up in the days, weeks, months, years ahead.
The fancy dress theme of this year’s Saturday dinner is ‘Transforming
Dreams into Reality.’ Centre this in your mind to make maximum use of all
that Conference offers. When we understand the astrology behind events and
our feelings about them, however intense the environment, we can be calm,
accommodating, and enjoy the free space.
Astrological understanding can help us heal our lives and our world. Through
Conference 2019, may we find the wisdom and peace of mind to carry us
through any difficulties until Conference 2020!

The Astrological Association
BCM 450, London WC1N 3XX
Tel: +44 (0)20 86250098
Fax: +44 (0)20 86250097
office@astrologicalassociation.com

Roy Gillett
President Astrological Association - June 2019

https://www.astrologicalassociation.com

Programme is subject to change
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ACTIVITIES
Do ask reception about all the spa, pool, gym and
recreational activities available at the site if you are
interested. The use of some of these facilities does incur
a small daily fee.

REGISTRATION
The AA Registration desk will be located in the main
reception area. Please note that check-in times are
strictly adhered to and no allowance can be made for
early check-in.
For those arriving on Thursday 13th June
Registration and check-in from 3pm on Thursday 13st
June.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY MORNING WITH SELINE

For those arriving on Friday 14th June
Registration and check-in from 3pm on Friday 14th June.
If you are registered for the Masterclass’s on Friday but
not staying Thursday night, you will need to register at the
AA desk by 9.30am – you will be able to check-in to your
room at the afternoon break or after the Masterclass.

Please join Seline for an informal Yoga session at 7.15am
– 8.00am on both Friday and Saturday morning. Weather
permitting this will be held outside. Otherwise, the
session will be held in The Poplar Room. Some mats are
available but please do bring your own if possible.

Please note, for security purposes, you are required
to wear your Conference badge throughout the event
(including the evening dinners). Anybody not registered
for the Conference or not wearing their badge will not be
permitted entry.

YOGA
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
EVENING ARRANGEMENTS
Friday Night - This year, the Charles Harvey Award will be
announced after the Carter Memorial Lecture. We will be
having a barbeque dinner and a food hut for vegetarians
and vegans. The bar will be open until 1am.
Saturday Night Dinner - For the Saturday grand dinner
we will be dining in the Rosewood Suite and dinner will
be at 8pm. There is an adjacent bar, an adjacent central
courtyard.
Fancy dress is optional, but we do invite you to dress in the
theme ‘Dreams into Reality’. Prizes for the best costume
or idea will be awarded based on mass acclamation.
A DJ will be playing in the Rosewood Suite from 10pm
(the Cedar lounge is open to those who wish a quieter
environment). The bar will be open until 1am.

IMPORTANT MEETINGS
FACULTY OF SPEAKERS
There will be a meeting for all speakers on Friday 14th
in the Cedar Bar at 4.30pm – 5.15pm. Please come and
attend and meet the AA Board and the rest of the faculty.
This is also an opportunity to ask any questions you
might have.

CODE OF CONDUCT
At the AA Conference we invite delegates
to join our astrological events in a spirit of
curiosity, friendliness, open-mindedness,
and respect. We ask that all of you agree
to the following code of conduct:
1. To encourage high standards of
professional practice; to advocate
and apply high ethical standards;
to act with integrity and not bring
astrology, the AA or its affiliates
into disrepute.
2. To respect the customs, practices,
culture, diversity and personal
approaches of others in their work.

FIRST TIME CONFERENCE ATTENDEES
There will also be a meeting for any first-time conference
attendees on Friday 14th in the Poplar Room at 4.30pm –
5.15pm. If you have not been to an AA Conference before,
please come along and meet some new friends. Or if you
are attending the conference on your own, please join us
to meet other people and our host, Trudie Charles. Not to
be missed!

3. To communicate in a respectful
way towards others; to not harm
or threaten to harm anyone; to not
make any inappropriate sexual
advances or sexual innuendo
towards anyone. Homophobia,
racism, sexism or behaviour that
discriminates against an individual
or group will not be tolerated.

LOCAL GROUPS MEETING
Held on Saturday 15th in the Poplar Room 6.30pm –
7.00pm. If you are a member, chair or host of a local
group, or wish to start one or find one, please come along.

4. To
respect
others’
privacy,
including taking photos (or
requesting selfies) from people you
do not know.

APAE MEETING
Held on Saturday 15th in the Cedar Bar at 6.30pm –
7.00pm. Come along and mingle with the schools that are
members of the Advisory Panel of Astrological Education.

5. To not record lectures.

AA BOOKSTALL AND CONFERENCE MERCHANDISE
Please do visit the bookstall and exhibition area. This
year the AA has a large number of second-hand books
for sale so don’t miss this opportunity.

Should anybody seek assistance please
contact AA board trustees Trudie Charles
or Angela Cornish. The AA reserves the
right to bar any person who violates
our Code of Conduct from attending an
AA Conference in its entirety or in part
without a refund.

The recordings desk is located in the Cedar Lounge so
please remember to order your recordings and take
advantage of our conference discounts.
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CONFERENCE ITINERARY - FRIDAY 14 TH JUNE
Friday Workshops
10.00am – 12.30pm Poplar Room
Ancient Timing Techniques: Annual Profections Chris Brennan
Annual profections are a timing system to determine
when certain planets will be activated in a birth chart.
Not all planets are activated at all times - the natal
potential of a planet lies dormant until it is awakened
as a time-lord, at which point the full potential becomes
unleashed. This workshop will include a method that can
be used to determine how specific topics will play out in
each year of the native’s life.
10.00am – 12.30pm Cherry Room
You and Your House System - Dr Bernadette Brady
Some people are spatial, good with design, buildings or
aesthetics, while other people are good with time. The
great performer is different to the great administrator
or organiser! By changing the house system of division,
you can gain an insight into how a person deals with
temporal, spatial or divine issues. This is a hands-on
workshop, so bring along your chart in different house
systems.
10.00am – 12.30pm Elm Room
The Gates of your Destiny: Eclipses and Planets
Aspecting the Nodal Axis - Maurice Fernandez
We all know how powerful it is when the Sun and Moon
align to conjunct the nodal axis. But is it the same for
other planets on the Nodes? At the time of this workshop,
transiting Pluto and Saturn are conjunct the South Node
in Capricorn, opposing Mars on the North Node in Cancer.
We will explore how these powerful alignments can
intensify our own development in the natal chart or by
transit and potentially change the course of our destiny
1.30pm – 4.00pm Poplar Room
Timing Peaks and Transitions in Your Career and Life
Direction - Chris Brennan
In this workshop attendees will learn how to use the
time-lord technique known as zodiacal releasing to
time peak periods and transitions in a person’s career
and life direction. Attendees will learn how to apply the
technique to their own chart in order to divide their life
into chapters and subsections, and then identify high
points and low points in their career, as well as periods
when changes in life direction are more likely.
1.30pm – 4.00pm Cherry Room
Chiron in Aries: What Kind of Warrior? - Melanie
Reinhart
Chiron’s transit through Aries (2018-2027) is the longest
of all the signs, and it reaches aphelion in 2021. During
the first part we shall examine Chiron’s meaning
and symbolism in this Mars-ruled sign of Aries; the
second part will consist of personal work and a guided
imagery which we will process together. Bring your own
horoscope (sharing it with the group is optional).
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1.30pm – 4.00pm Elm Room
Applying the Philosophy of the Astrological Quadrants
in Theory and Practice - Alexander von Schlieffen
The origin of the theory of the astrological quadrants is
based on Aristoteles’ writings on the four causes (causa
materialis, causa efficiens, causa formalis and causa
finalis). Once we understand the inner dynamics of
Aristoteles’ thoughts, we can easily apply them to any
birth chart. This will allow us to get a very quick overview
and dive into the core of the interpretation. And it is a lot
of fun, too.

Friday evening
Meetings 4.45pm – 5.30pm
• Speakers Meeting – Beech Room
• Welcome to First Time Conference Attendees Ash Room
5.30pm Please all gather in the Rosewood Suite
5.45pm Conference Opening

Plenaries
6.00pm – 6.45pm - Plenary
For University of Wales Trinity Saint David: Garry
Phillipson - Intuition in Astrology
Astrologers often cite intuition as essential in reading a
chart, but the term is usually left vague. This talk will
consider three different forms that intuition may take,
and look at the implications of each for astrological
practice. A discussion of the paranormal will be part of
this.
6.45pm – 7.15pm – Break
7.15pm – 8.15pm – Plenary The Rosewood Suite
The Carter Memorial Lecture: Sue Farebrother Cosmic Jokerman
Are we all subject to a cosmic joke? How is it that
the systems and methods of astrology fit with our
experiences? How is it that we are born, a little innocent
creature, at a specific date, time and worldly place and
we are immediately blessed with not only a birth chart
that will encapsulate our character, but a lifetime of
transits, progressions and directions every year for the
whole of our lives to come? This lecture may raise more
questions than it answers!
8.15pm – 8.30pm The Charles Harvey Award
The Rosewood Suite

8.30pm – Buffet Dinner - Cedar Lounge and Cedar
Courtyard – Barbeque plus a Vegan/Vegetarian food stall.
Bar open until 1am.

CONFERENCE ITINERARY - SATURDAY 15 TH JUNE
Talks
09.00am – 10.00am Choose between:

John Wadsworth - The Alchemical Journey of Your
Zodiac Soul: Twelve Gateways to Wholeness. Part
Two: Libra to Pisces. See left. The Poplar Room

Dr Yvonne Smith Tarnas - Jump into the Fire The

Melanie Reinhart - Chariklo meets Saturn and Pluto

Rosewood Suite 1

Deep personal transformation is most often driven by
the experience of internal conflict, a tension of opposites
within us. Our challenging aspects and transits thus
describe opportunities for growth and what Jung called
‘the transcendent function’. Conscious engagement with
our harder dynamics offers us the alchemist’s prima
materia to create our own gold.
John Wadsworth - The Alchemical Journey of Your
Zodiac Soul: Twelve Gateways to Wholeness. Part
One: Aries to Virgo The Poplar Room
John will present the zodiac as a complete, alchemical
emblem of the soul, offering twelve transformational
gateways of initiation in the ever-turning wheel of life.
It is a practical, developmental journey - diving deep into
the wheel’s mytho-seasonal origins, to reclaim the power
and integrity of the zodiac’s twelve archetypal images.
Sonia Giudici - Pluto-Moon Lead into Gold: Political
Secrets from Zolà to Wikileaks The Ebony Room
Pluto-Moon urges us to keep secrets but helps in
investigating mysteries, too. The Dreyfus Affair,
Watergate, Wikileaks: the truth-seekers involved had
a Pluto-Moon aspect, as did those who kept secrets to
protect their personal power. What differences and
similarities are present in their charts?
Nick Oakley-Smith - The Chart as the Interference
Pattern that is Creating our Hologram The Cherry Room
Quantum physicists have suggested that the world is
a hologram and biologists have said that our DNA is
not the activist but a blueprint being triggered by the
environment. What if our astrological chart is not 2D but
rather 3D, operating like an interference pattern and a
DNA spiral through time?
For MISPA: Deborah Thewlis - The Art of Falling Apart:
Planets in the 12th House The Ash Room
Known as the kakós daimon to the ancients, the 12th
house is the place where we are least conscious.
Planets here tend to have a mysterious life of their own.
Collectively charged and possessed with ancestral ghosts,
they can demonstrate great talents which can tragically
lead to one’s self-undoing.
10.15am – 11.15am Choose between:
Grazia Mirti - The Effect of Uranus in Taurus at the
End of the First Year of its Transit The Rosewood Suite 1
Some special events have already happened that explain
the nature of Uranus and Taurus! What will happen from
now on?

The Ebony Room

Chariklo, the wife of Chiron, is also the name of a Centaur
object discovered in 1997. Currently we find her in
Capricorn, conjunct Pluto from 2017-2021, and intimately
involved with the forthcoming Saturn-Pluto conjunction.
Is Chariklo ‘One who turns Lead into Gold’? We explore
and contemplate her themes in this light. Ephemerides
will be provided.
Graham Ibell - Nigredo in the World Crucible: the
Christchurch Mosque Shootings - an alchemical
approach The Cherry Room
The Mosque shootings in Christchurch were a seminal
moment in New Zealand history, destroying the illusion
of its immunity to the terrors of the world through
isolation and divine protection. From Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern’s response we saw what spiritual political
leadership can look like. I discuss this event, exploring
the astrology of the shooting, Ardern and through a
significant new chart for New Zealand. How might the
lead of an appalling event yield its gold?
Miłoslawa Krogulska - Three Important Stages of Life:
The Progressed Sun in the Signs The Ash Room
When progressed Sun (Secondary or Solar Arc) changes
sign, we rapidly step into new stage of life. In next few
years, our life goals and interests change. How can we
predict what will be most important to us? Focusing on
the age a person experiences this change is a crucial
factor in prediction.

Plenary
11.30am – 12.15pm The Rosewood Suite
Dr Bernadette Brady - The Stars and the Descent of
the Soul: Your Star-stuff and Your Soul-stuff
The stars are a part of the fabric of our personal cosmic
union. In the fourth century B.C.E., Plato linked the
human soul to the stars and spoke of its descent to
earth. By returning to Plato’s poetic ideas we can apply
this to contemporary charts, which gives a surprising
insight into the person that exists before their horoscope.
Bernadette will also provide a URL to enable you to find
your own star/soul stuff.
12.15pm – 1.45pm Lunch (AA AGM 12.15pm – 12.45pm)
1.30pm – 1.45pm Book Signing
Come and get your book signed in the bookshop
1.45pm – 2.45pm Choose between:
For the STA: Dr Lee Lehman - The Impact of the JupiterSaturn Mutations on the Generations that Experience
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CONFERENCE ITINERARY - SATURDAY 15 TH JUNE
It The Rosewood Suite 1
Almost every change in the element in which the
Jupiter-Saturn conjunction occurs is followed by at
least one conjunction in the prior element. In this talk
Lee examines the consequences of our emergence from
the earth element to the air element in 2020, and what
changes this will produce.
Sue Tompkins - Towards a Modern Alchemy The Ebony
Room

Saturn still rules lead, Venus still rules copper but
sometimes, when getting caught up in the symbolic
language of astrology, we lose sight of how literal it is.
Sue will illustrate the many ways in which the planetary
metals are now used in healing and in the world at large.
Christos Archos - Working with Groups in Astrological
counselling The Cherry Room
Using group counselling in Astrological counselling is
not something usual. Through groups there is a new
potential for the Astrological counselling to bring people
not just closer to their problems and how to solve them
but closer to a new perspective of themselves.
Zeynep Özlem Yalçin - Annual Profections and Solar
Returns The Ash Room
Zeynep evaluates the Solar Return chart within the
context of a Hellenistic time lord procedure called annual
profections. Not all placements in a birth chart are
activated at all times. You will learn to determine which
house topic and annual profected time lord becomes
activated in the native’s life during their solar return, for
better or worse.
Izabela Podlaska - Planet Games in Synastry The Elm
Room

When we analyse a connection between two people, how
do we know if a Moon-Mars aspect brings sexual tension
or hate and violence? Are Sun-Venus aspects always good?
I will present my new model of planetary connections
based on Eric Berne’s game theory. Bring your chart and
let’s find out how it works in your love life!
3.00pm – 4.00pm Choose between:
Alexander Von Schlieffen - The Saturn Return of the
Fall of the Berlin Wall The Rosewood Suite 1
We will take a look at the historical events of 1989-90
and connect them to the bigger astrological cycles. What
do they mean for the present developments in central
Europe?
Dr Darrelyn Gunzburg - Hope and Fear: Inside the
Consulting Room The Ebony Room
What are the expectations of a client and how do we,
as astrologers, handle them? Whether your client is a
paying customer or a friend, what do they bring to the
chart reading? Have clients’ questions changed over time
or are there core questions that never change?
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Margaret Gray and Dr Armand Diaz - An Astrological
History of Sexuality The Cherry Room
Using the outer planets as a guide to generational ideals
and assumptions, we’ll follow the transformation of
attitudes about sexuality in the West since the discovery
of Uranus, with an emphasis on astrological generations
of the past 50 years. We’ll also look at how current and
upcoming transits can support us in creating a more
inclusive and life-enhancing experience of sexuality for
everyone.
Arlan Wise - The Astrology of Past Life Regression The
Ash Room

Who is most likely to remember past lives? Who is best
suited to lead regressions? Your chart can tell you. After
an in-depth analysis of Edgar Cayce’s chart, we shall see
charts of those who have undergone regressions (and
progressions) and how their charts compare with what
they remembered. We’ll also look at charts of those who
cannot be regressed.
For the LSA: Stefanie James - Transformers: Robots in
Disguise The Elm Room
From 1979 to 1997 a rare planetary event occurred which
propelled the evolution of mankind into hyper-speed. In
this talk, Stefanie will look at the unique gifts that the
Uranus-Neptune conjunction of 1993 bestowed upon
the world and consider the potential impact of the 2020
Saturn-Pluto conjunction.
4.15pm – 5.15pm Choose between:
Rick Levine - Outer Planet Transits in Action: Cycles
within Cycles The Rosewood Suite 1
We often isolate individual transits to predict upcoming
events. However, we can shift a client’s perspective by
focusing on the repetitive nature of transits. Observing
past events when a natal planet was previously
aspected empowers people to connect events over time
into a meaningful narrative that fosters growth and
transformation.
R. Hakan Kirkoğlu - Three Stages of Our Lives: Our
Youth, Maturity and Before We Die The Ebony Room
Hellenistic texts mention a rather obscure method of
understanding life periods depending on the 3rd, 7th
and 40th days after the birthday. These derivative charts
correspond to specific conditions of our younger, mature
and old-age years. In this talk, we shall explore several
life stories to illustrate this fascinating technique.
For the COA: Maggie Hyde - It Must Mean Something
The Cherry Room

Maggie will use the horoscope to understand unbidden
omens and ‘things suddenly happening’.
Jessica Adams - Change Your House System, Change
Your Life The Ash Room
Different house systems change Saturn’s role in your
life. In this live Solar Fire demonstration, Jessica will flip

SATURDAY 15 TH JUNE / SUNDAY 16 TH JUNE
Saturn around in the ‘chart of the moment’ using over 30
house systems in a real-time experiment that might just
shift your reality.
Sue Fletcher - Transform with Black Moon Lilith The
Elm Room

How can the energy of the four Liliths transform society?
Lilith is connected to justice, equal rights and challenging
the status quo, which we need at this time in history. Sue
will share the mythology of Lilith and how it is expressed
in famous charts.
5.30pm – 6.30pm Choose between:
Laura Nalbandian - The Moon: Emotional Needs and
Coping Skills The Rosewood Suite 1
Every person has developed a way of dealing with
emotional stress. These ‘coping skills’ have been
ingrained over lifetimes, then re-stimulated in the early
childhood. They ‘get us through’ life, but they do not
bring true emotional security. Learn how to create this in
your life and to help others.
For astrologycollege.com: Jean Elliott - Starting
Forecasting? The Ebony Room
Jean will explain what transits, Secondary Progressions
and Solar Arcs are based on; which are the important
ones, and how we can combine them in a forecast without
becoming lost in a maze.
Tania Daniels - An Astrological Manifest: Leonardo da
Vinci’s Last Supper The Cherry Room
Precise information on quadruplicities, triplicities, the
elements, the zodiac, physiognomy and the Fibonacci
frequencies - visible only to the initiated - are all built into
this magnificent opera and finally lead to the discovery
of celestial music.
Jadranka Ćoić - Transforming War into Peace: Working
with the Challenges of the Times The Ash Room
It is a hundred years since the Treaty of Versailles was
signed. The three most important politicians present
were David Lloyd George, Georges Clemenceau and
Woodrow Wilson. Did it transform the world into better
place?
Adam Fronteras - WannaCry, the Love Bug and other
Computer Maladies: Using Astrology to Diagnose
Computer Meltdown The Elm Room
If astrology works on some sort of method of altering the
brain’s electronic impulses, or on an ‘as above so below’
clockwork synchronicity, then an astrological approach
may well help us to diagnose why Siri is refusing to wake
up, Alexa is feeling blue or your laptop refuses to dance.
6.30pm – 7.00pm
Meetings, A presentation by Rod Chang or get ready for
the Grand Dinner…

Rod Chang - When astrologers meet black-holes Yew
Technology Theatre

Event Horizon Telescope announced the first ever black
hole photo in April this year. What does the black hole
symbolise astrologically? For this topic which has been
seldom discussed in the past, Rod is going to talk about
black holes before the dinner starts. Grab your drink.
APAE meeting Cedar Bar
Come along and mingle with the schools that are members
of the Advisory Panel of Astrological Education.
Local Groups Meeting Canary Room 2
If you are a member, chair or host of a local group, or
wish to start one or find one, please come along.

Saturday Evening
Grand Dinner in the Rosewood Suite
Dinner will be served at 8pm but the bar will be open
from 6.30pm.
Rick Levine – After Dinner Talk
Cleansing the Doors of Perception: The Strange Case of
William Blake and Jim Morrison. Born two centuries
apart, the charts of the poet who wrote “The Marriage
of Heaven and Hell” and the poet who wrote “Light
My Fire” are magically intertwined. What do their
diachronic connections reveal about the nature of time
and transformation?
DJ will play from 10pm - Please come in fancy dress –
the theme is ‘Dreams into Reality’.

SUNDAY 16 TH JUNE
09.00am – 10.00am Choose between:
Maurice Fernandez - The 12th House and Vocational
Development The Rosewood Suite 1
There is more to the 12th house than prisons, alcoholism,
or self-undoing. As a natural polarity to the 6th house of
work, the 12th is related to our professional direction and
development. Following extensive research, Maurice will
discuss how to analyze career and work development
using this house as one of the important markers in our
chart.
Franziska Engel - The People’s Republic of China and
its Relations to the World The Ebony Room
China has become a powerful global player - politically
as well as economically. I will analyze its relations to
important nations and regions in the world. Do the
‘Thirty-Six Stratagems’, which are part of the Chinese
culture, play an important role?
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Dr Darrelyn Gunzburg - Venus: Her Changing
Narrative The Cherry Room
Abstract: Venus, standing proud in a chariot pulled by
white geese, is just one medieval view of this planet. From
lover to whore, from military companion to the Western
daughter of Ishtar, Venus has been sensitive to culture
and thus shaped the way we apply this understanding to
our astrology.
Prudence Jones - Manilius and Roman Divination The
Poplar Room

Manilius’s system of house division is nowadays seen
as a puzzling dead end, an anomalous approach to
celestial division. But this talk reveals it as an adaptation
of earlier Roman divination, transforming a thenobsolescent system into a supportive framework for the
new technique of astrology.

Jessica Adams - Saturn, Jupiter and the Asteroid Ops
The Cherry Room

Saturn had a wife and her name was Ops, the mother of
Jupiter. This asteroid, discovered in 1979, is a symbol of
optimism and opportunity. Where is your Ops by sign
and house? Find out how to use her with Saturn and
Jupiter.
For the FAS: Deborah Morgan - Lunar Rhythms: Living
with the Moon’s Phases The Ash Room
This introduction to the Moon›s monthly cycle explores
integrating these into daily life, which develops our natal
and forecasting interpretative skills in an experiential
and profound manner. Techniques include keeping
a Moon diary and attuning to her power as she moves
through signs and houses in our birth chart.
11.30am – 12.30pm

Dick van der Mark - The Lunar Nodes: A Hidden
Timetable for Alchemical Processes The Ash Room
The duality of this axis implies two points to investigate
and the possibility to change position. There’s a particular
time for transformation, based upon the Secondary
Progressed Moon, indicating the specific meaning of each
node and the process of inner change.

Choose between:

Victor Olliver - Mystique: The Charts of ‘Sphinxes’
The Rosewood Suite 1

When theatricality blends with an air of secrecy in a
person, we call this ‹mystique›. Garbo had it. Bowie, too.
Is there a chart signature for this type of glamour? The
Great Sphinx of Giza holds clues to a better understanding
of nativities dominated by the signs of Leo and Virgo.

10.15am – 11.15am Choose between:
Christos Archos - Towards a Social Constructive
Astrology The Rosewood Suite 1
Sometimes books and counsellors carry the social
construction of their culture. Working towards
multicultural societies, how we can change our
interpretation of astrological phenomena so that we can
be more useful and constructive in the future? And how
can we overcome our socially-constructed inhibitions?
Laura Nalbandian - Saturn: From Fear to Mastery
The Ebony Room

Saturn represents our fears and limitations - elements
beyond our control. We’ll explore how we recreate the
past over and over again out of comfort and a fear of the
unknown. Then we’ll look at how Saturn holds the key
to moving from fear and limitation to eventual mastery.
Tania Daniels – Antiscia: An Ancient Technique Rediscovered The Poplar Room
Antiscia are mirror points, which relate to light and
shadow and match one sign of the ascending side of the
ecliptic with one sign of the descending part of the ecliptic.
The ascending part of the ecliptic has historically been
associated with the obeying signs of the zodiac whereas
the descending ecliptic represented the commanding
signs. The knowledge of the relation between a planet
and its antiscion permits a hidden insight in natal charts
and horaries.

Dr Yvonne Smith Tarnas - Synchronicity and Destined
Meetings The Ebony Room
Meetings of chance, love at first sight, and the seemingly
random pairing of client and therapist can all carry the
sense that deeper purposes are at work. Explore how such
synchronistic phenomena are reflected astrologically,
and how these meetings carry potential for a greater
sense of meaning and, ultimately, healing.
Marcos Patchett - How To Stop the Monkey Driving the
Bus (feat. Firmicus Maternus) The Poplar Room
Does change inspire or frighten you? Are you a starter or
a finisher? Your innate reactions to change can be seen
from the Moon in the birth chart. Using delineations
of the Roman astrologer Firmicus Maternus, you can
develop personalised strategies to life’s upheavals that
optimise long-term outcomes.
For the Mayo School: Lianne McCafferty – The
Capricorn Triple Conjunction Generation – How Will
They Stamp Their Authority on the Course of History?
The Cherry Room

A look at this vast generation born in the late 1980’s &
early 1990’s which is now entering its first Saturn Return.
Who are they, what will they bring to the world & what
challenges may they face? How will planetary cycles
impact them during the next few years?
Toby Aldren - Accessible Primary Directions
The Ash Room

Abandoned by many for being much too complicated,
Primary Directions make a comeback with this entry level
method. Interpret your story in the sky with uncanny
12
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timing and fine-tune it with Solar Return charts. Stick to
the basics, or add some of the suggested options when
you’re ready.
12.30pm – 1.30pm Lunch
(Last chance to visit the exhibition area and bookshop)
1.30pm – 2.30pm Choose between:
Graham Ibell - Nigredo: Astrology and the
Transformation of The Shadow the Rosewood Suite 1
Personal shadow work is crucial world work. Astrologers
as healers must offer our clients an image of their totality,
an interplay of shadow and light. How do we recognise
the shadow with astrology? How might we best serve our
clients to carry on the alchemy of their life? What of the
astrologer’s shadow? An exploration with examples from
my practice.
Rod Chang - This is Not the End of the World The Ebony

2.45pm – 3.45pm Choose between:
Sue Tompkins - Current Affairs The Rosewood Suite 1
Stories in the newspapers, what’s happening in
Government, what’s on the radio, showing at the cinema
or on TV may seem unrelated but astrologically we know
they are all part of the same rich tapestry. This talk
attempts to make psychological and symbolic sense of the
larger landscape we currently find ourselves in.
R. Hakan Kirkoğlu - Notorious War Cycle: SaturnPluto and Current Planetary Alignments of 2020 and
Beyond The Ebony Room
The Saturn-Pluto cycle will be renewed in the early days
of 2020 and heavy clashes in political and economic
structures will be on the agenda. What are the crucial
dimensions of this notorious conjunction ahead of the
new Jupiter-Saturn cycle? Hakan will focus his attention
on different dynamics of transmutation and restructuring
that resonates with this potent combination.

Room

Currently we are influenced by Saturn conjunct Pluto.
WWI, HIV - historically, events happening during
this conjunction are not pleasant. Understanding the
meaning of Saturn-Pluto cycles from what has happened
before, we may be able to use its energy in the right way
this time.

Grazia Mirti - The Seven Beauties: An Astrological
Masterpiece by Nizami Ganjavi (1197) The Poplar Room
The seven beauties are the seven planets; every evening
the prince Bahram (Mars) visits one pavilion in his garden
and meets a wonderful girl. She tells him the myth of the
planet, which is not the classical one .

Rick Levine - Everything You Ever Wanted to Know
About Uranus But Didn’t Know to Ask The Cherry Room
Uranus is the planet of the impossible, the improbable,
and the instantaneous. We know that Uranus brings
shock and awe, but why? How are lightning, the nervous
system, electricity and awareness tied into this story?
And, of course, how do we interpret Uranus natally and
by transit and in relationships?

Alekios López - The Millennial Paradox: How
Narcissists May Save the World Millennials The Cherry

Angela Tiki - Reaching Metamorphosis through Pluto
The Poplar Room

Persephone was fated to share her life between two
worlds. After her rapture from Hades she was never the
same again. There were fears in the underworld but also
treasures. and she was the queen. Where do we uncover
this theme in our chart? Transits and other indications
will be explained as times to turn lead into gold.
Steve Pincus - Midpoint Planet Combinations in
Relationships The Ash Room
Harmony and stress in relationships are often revealed
through midpoint and planet interactions between
partners’ horoscopes. This approach gives insights often
missed by other relationship techniques. In this talk,
important midpoints are discussed from a relationship
perspective and examples combine transits with Solar
Arc directions.

Room

Marked by the Uranus-Neptune conjunction and the last
Jupiter-Saturn conjunction, are coming of age. Astrology
may show that accusations of narcissism, egoism and
immaturity levelled against them are inaccurate as they
may be the ones to create an empathic world.
Claire Manion - Inanna and Ereshkigal: Descending
into the Great Below The Ash Room
Inanna, Queen of the Heavens willingly enters the domain
of her dark sister Ereshkigal. She returns reborn; wiser
and transformed. This myth is a vivid guide to answering
the call to engage deeply with our darker elements and
reach the power within.

Plenary
4pm – 4.45pm The Rosewood Suite
Chris Brennan - Uranus-Neptune Conjunctions and
the History of Western Astrology
Important turning points in the history of astrology often
correlate with conjunctions of Uranus and Neptune
every 175 years. During these periods there is usually
a transmission of older forms of astrology, which are
then synthesized with whatever the prevailing systems
are at that time. By understanding how these periods of
transmission and synthesis have played out in the past,
we can understand what is happening today.
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Jessica Adams is the author of ‘The Secret
Language of the Stars’ (Penguin/Michael
Joseph) released in January 2019. Her Sun
sign astrology appears everywhere from
‘Family Circle USA’ to ‘Vogue Japan’. She
divides her time between Australia and
Britain. Visit jessicaadams.com
Toby Aldren, DFAstrolS, is an astrologer
and musician (yes, Gemini MC!) based
in Vancouver BC, Canada, where he
holds astrology classes, workshops and
consultations through VancouverAstrology.
com. In addition, he is honoured to serve as
a Distance Learning Tutor for the Faculty of
Astrological Studies.
Christos Archos is an astrologer and
psychologist
holding
two
masters.
He is based in Greece and works as a
private counsellor. He is on TV shows, in
magazines, on the network, is also the VP
for ISAR Greece and the President of the
Mediterranean and Balkan Institute for
Astrological Research.
Dr. Bernadette Brady holds a PhD in
Anthropology (2012) and is a tutor on the
MA in Cultural Astronomy and Astrology.
She has been awarded the Charles Harvey
Award and a Regulus Award for ‘Theory
and Understanding in Astrology’. Her most
recent work is Stories from the Stars (coauthored with Darrelyn Gunzburg).
Chris Brennan is the former President of
the Association for Young Astrologers, and
former Research Director of the NCGR.
Since 2012 he has hosted a weekly program
called The Astrology Podcast. He specializes
in ancient Greco-Roman astrology and is
the author of Hellenistic Astrology: The
Study of Fate and Fortune.
Rod Chang has studied astrology for
over twenty years, through self-study
and through the LSA and the Faculty of
Astrological Studies. His favourite aspects
are mundane astrology and a humanistic
approach to astrology. He is co-founder of
the Academy of Astrology.
Jadranka Coic spends time either practising
astrology or growing vegetables on her
allotment in accordance with Moon cycles.
She is a perpetual student who started to
study astrology more than fifteen years ago.
She was the Astrological Lodge of London’s
Treasurer and is currently their Beginners’
Class Tutor.
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Tania Daniels finished training in
psychological astrology in 2002 and has
studied traditional astrology since 2009.
She holds a STA Horary Diploma and a
certificate in Hellenistic Astrology. She has
enrolled in Zoller’s DMA and is a QHP tutor.
Her articles have been published in English,
Italian, German and Turkish.
Dr Armand Diaz is Publications Director
for NCGR and Books and Articles Editor
for the Astrology News Service. Armand’s
book credits include ‘Integral Astrology’
and ‘Transpersonal Astrology’. ‘Separating
Aspects’, his most recent book, is about
relationship astrology. Armand can be
reached via ArmandDiaz.com and www.
relationshipsandastrology.com
For astrologycollege.com
Jean Elliott is director of astrologycollege.
com. Recently she has been updating the
school’s course material including the social
and mundane module. The section on outer
planetary cycles has taken her several
years of studying empires and ‘civilisation’,
but perhaps it has been necessary to wait
till now to finish it during these turbulent
times.
Franziska Engel is a certified astrologer
from the German Astrological Association
(DAV) and has a degree in Chinese studies
and Intl. Management. Born in Berlin, she
has lived in the US, Greece and China, and
now lives in Bremen. She is a consulting
astrologer with a focus on horary,
astrogeography and business astrology.
Sue Merlyn Farebrother DFAstrolS MA
teaches astrology for the FAS, where
she trained, and for the LSA, where
she also teaches tarot. Sue gained
her MA with a distinction for her
dissertation. Her first book was ‘Astrology
Decoded’ (Rider) and she is finishing a
forecasting book to be published in 2019.
www.suemerlyn.com
Maurice Fernandez, author of ‘Neptune,
the 12th House and Pisces’ and ‘Astrology
and the Evolution of Consciousness’, is
an evolutionary astrology counsellor and
teacher based in Arizona. He currently
serves as president for OPA and directs
a professional diploma program with
students from across the world. www.
mauricefernandez.com
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Sue Fletcher has been an astrologer for 25
years and has counselling, teaching and life
coaching qualifications as well as an NVQ in
training and development. Sue worked for
the Psychic Circle for ten years, has been
featured in ‘The Sunday Mail’ and wrote a
Sun sign column for a health magazine.
For the Astrological Lodge of London
Adam Fronteras has had a dual career in
astrology and computers for over 35 years.
He is a published author on astrology,
tarot, dreams and the paranormal, and has
presented, directed and produced TV and
radio shows on astrology. At present, he is
involved with multinational companies and
Information Security Compliance.
Sonia Giudici is an Italian astrologer
and is the director of the Astriepsiche
school in Milano. She is the author of the
‘Astriepsiche’ blog/website followed by
15,000 people. After graduating in the most
prestigious business school in Italy, she
earned a diploma in psychological astrology
in Italy and gained the FAS’s certificate.
Margaret Gray MSW. is a consulting and
teaching astrologer based in Dublin. She
founded ‘Astrology Ireland’ and is the coowner of ‘Astrology and Relationships’
with Armand Diaz Ph.D. Margaret is also a
psychotherapist and mediator and works
extensively with couples and families.
www.astrologypsychological.com
and
www.relationshipsandastrology.com
Dr Darrelyn Gunzburg has been a tutor at
the University of Wales Trinity Saint David
since 2009. Her work includes Life after
Grief (Wessex, 2004) and AstroGraphology
(Wessex, 2009). She recently contributed
to Astrology through History: Interpreting
the Stars from Ancient Mesopotamia to the
Present, edited by William E. Burns (ABCCLIO, 2018).
For the COA
Maggie Hyde (MA) is interested in the
relation of psychoanalysis to divination.
A co-founder and tutor for the Company
of Astrologers, she also lectures on the
‘Myth, Cosmology and the Sacred’ MA
at Canterbury Christ Church University.
Her books include ‘Jung and Astrology’,
‘Introducing Jung’, ‘Astrology for Beginners’
and ‘The Symbolic Attitude’ (2018).

Graham Ibell studied at the CPA in London,
graduating with the Diploma in 2000. He
has practiced and taught astrology in the
UK and his native New Zealand for over 20
years, tutoring for the Mayo school since
2010. His work is supported by four years’
study in Process Oriented Psychology,
an abiding love of the I Ching, and
training with the International School of
Storytelling. His other passions are music,
poetry, nature, swimming in the ocean and
his four children.
For the LSA
Stefanie James is a consulting astrologer,
published writer and podcaster from
the UK. She joined the London School of
Astrology at her Saturn return and has since
returned to teach there. She is published in
‘The Book of Music Horoscopes’, lectures
internationally and is resident astrologer at
HIJAC Radio. www.stelliumastrology.com
Prudence Jones is an astrologer, author
and humanistic therapist, a former Chair of
the Association of Professional Astrologers
and a regular speaker at conferences. In the
1980s she pioneered experiential astrology,
publishing ‘Creative Astrology’. She is
currently investigating the astrological
background of the Triple Moon goddess in
classical antiquity.
R. Hakan Kırkoğlu is a leading astrological
figure in Turkey. He combines ancient
techniques with contemporary issues. He
was mundane astrology coordinator for
UAC 2008. Studying astrology for more
than 35 years, Hakan is the founder and
principal of School of Wisdom of the Sky in
Istanbul, and ISAR VP for Turkey.
Miłosława Krogulska has been practising
and teaching astrology in Poland for 25
years. Her books and articles have been
published widely. She runs the Warsaw
School of Astrology and is a co-founder of
the Polish Astrological Association, which
publishes ‘The Tarotist’ and ‘Professional
Astrology’.
For the STA
Dr Lee Lehman has a Ph.D. from Rutgers
University and is the author of eleven books.
She is a tutor for the School of Traditional
Astrology, where she is Principal of the STA
Medical Astrology program. Lee received
the 1995 Marc Edmund Jones Award, and
the 2008 Regulus Award for Education.
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Rick Levine is co-founder of StarIQ.com, a
founding Trustee of Kepler College, and coauthor of eight years of Barnes and Noble’s
annual ‘Your Astrology Guide’. Through
tarot.com, Rick wrote a daily column for
nearly 17 years for millions of readers. He is
the subject of a DVD, ‘Quantum Astrology’.
Alekios López was born in 1983 in Buenos
Aires and aims to bring his own ‘southern’
voice to astrology. He has a Bachelor’s
Degree in Psychology and another in
Performing Arts. He has also gained the
STA’s Practitioners Certificate and is about
to submit his diploma exam to the FAS.
Claire Manion has practised astrology all
her adult life and gained the Mayo diploma
in 2018. She has a BA in psychology from
Bangor, North Wales. While living in Wales,
she discovered Celtic mythology and is
interested in exploring the links between
mythology and astrology and how they
provide guidance for life.
Lianne McCafferty gained the Mayo
School Diploma with a distinction in
both Natal & Mundane. She now tutors
for the Mayo School.UK based, she has a
wide range of astrological interests but
as a former professional sportsperson &
coach, she is particularly interested in
the use of astrology to help enhance sport
performance.
Grazia Mirti is an astrologer specialising
in forecasting, astrological culture and
financial astrology. She is an author, runs
courses and lectures globally. For 16 years
she has been editor of ‘Linguaggio Astrale’,
a quarterly magazine of CIDA (Italian
Astrological Center). She was ISAR’s VP for
Italy (2010-2016) and a speaker at UAC 2018.
For the FAS
Deborah Morgan DFAstrolS is a FAS
tutor and runs an astrological practice
in Nottingham. She is intrigued by the
interplay between inner experience and
planetary cycles. This forms a significant
part of her client work and understanding
of astrology, and blends with her fascination
with mythology, neo-paganism and the
Western Mystery Tradition.
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Laura Nalbandian is a second-generation
astrologer, and the owner–coordinator
of NORWAC. Teaching and working with
clients since 1986, Laura uses the Pluto–
Nodes method of evolutionary astrology.
Laura coordinated UAC 2002 and 2018 and
is the current president of the Washington
State Astrological Association, and a
founding board member of Kepler College.
Nick Oakley-Smith has been an astrologer
and student of the I-Ching for over 30 years
and runs astrology meetings in Bath. He
works as a coach and trainer for leaders
and executives in major international
businesses, bringing astrology and the
I-Ching out of the closet and into the world.
Victor Olliver is Editor of ‘The Astrological
Journal’ and has a distinction diploma
from the Mayo School. Before he took
up astrology full-time, he was an awardwinning celebrity interviewer whose work
appeared in ‘The Times’, ‘Sunday Times’
and ‘Marie Claire’. In 2011 he became the
first Sun sign columnist for ‘The Lady’.
Marcos Patchett BA, BSc, MAMH is a
herbalist, medical and horary astrologer.
Gaining the LSA’s Certificate in 2006, he
learned traditional astrology through home
study and practice. A clinical supervisor
for Middlesex University’s Western Herbal
Medicine BSc & MSc courses (2013-2018),
Marcos has since completed his first book
on cacao/chocolate, due for publication in
2020.
For University of Wales, Trinity St. David
Garry Phillipson has practised astrology
since 1976. His book ‘Astrology in the Year
Zero’ features interviews and discussions
with a host of astrologers about the
fundamental nature of astrology. He has
almost finished a PhD about astrology and
truth at the University of Wales, Trinity St.
David.
Steve Pincus began studying astrology in
1976. A certified astrocartographer (1985),
he was president of the San Francisco
Bay Area NCGR Chapter and a Regulus
Award nominee for Community Service at
UAC 2018. He is a producer of the 90° Star
Dial System and owner of Sun Recording
Service. https://stardialsunrecording.com
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Izabela Podlaska is a professional
astrologer from Poland and teacher for
The Warsaw School of Astrology. She runs
one of the biggest and most popular Polish
websites: www.astroportal.pl. A co-founder
of the Polish Astrological Association,
Izabela is an editor of ‘Astrologia
Profesjonalna’magazine.izabelapodlaska.pl
Melanie Reinhart has been a professional
astrologer since 1975 and is a prize-winning
diploma-holder of the FAS, of which she
is also a patron. She is best known for her
work (and best-selling books) on Chiron and
the Centaurs. Melanie has a special interest
in the contemplative practice of astrology.
Alexander von Schlieffen is a painter,
musician and astrologer and has been
teaching astrology worldwide since 1996.
He had his own astrology TV show, has
released over a dozen audio books, written
two books on the quadrants, and was a
columnist for the German ‘Vanity Fair’.
www.schlieffen-astrologie.de
Yvonne Smith Tarnas MFT, Ph.D. is a
Jungian analyst based in San Francisco
who has practised astrology since 1973.
She received her doctorate at Pacifica
Graduate Institute and has presented at
the California Institute of Integral Studies,
the International Scientific Astrological
Research Conference, the North-South Jung
Conference, and the Synchronicity: Matter
and Psyche Symposium.
For MISPA
Deborah Thewlis qualified with a Diploma
from the CPA in 2011, under the guidance
of Liz Greene. She has been working with
MISPA since its inception in 2015. She
works as a holistic massage therapist and
has a practice in London. Deborah also sees
astrology clients.
Angela Tiki organizes workshops, lectures
globally and writes for the monthly Greek
‘Astra’ Magazine, ‘The Career Astrologer’
and ‘IAM’ magazine. She is the organizer of
the 2019 International Astrology Conference
in Greece. Inspired by the Greek philosophy
and spirit, she approaches the chart as a
tool for self-awareness, development and
personal fulfilment.

Sue Tompkins is a registered homeopath,
consultant astrologer, teacher and writer
with nearly four decades of experience.
Known for ‘Aspects in Astrology’ and ‘The
Contemporary Astrologer’s Handbook’,
she is currently writing about medical
astrology. Sue’s next annual residential
course is on medical astrology in Spain in
September. www.suetompkins.com
Dick van der Mark has been a Dutch
professional astrologer and psychic reader
for 30 years. He is also an international
lecturer and is president of the Dutch AA.
He specialises in the Black Lights and the
Centaurs. Dick runs his own astrological
school, Caelestis. www.caelestis.nl. www.
debekendeweg.nu
John Wadsworth has been practising and
teaching astrology since the early 1990s.
Known as an innovator in the field of
experiential astrology, he is the founder of
The Alchemical Journey, a contemporary
zodiac mystery school. He holds an MA in
Cultural Astronomy & Astrology, and is the
author of ‘Your Zodiac Soul’.
Arlan Wise, C.A.P.- and OPA-certified,
has worked as a professional consulting
astrologer since 1978. She is currently OPA’s
Vice President after working for four year as
editor of its journal, ‘The Career Astrologer’.
Arlan was instrumental in setting up OPA’s
Astrologers’ Retreats, a unique conference
experience. She also edits and reviews
astrology books.
Zeynep Özlem Yalçin is an ISARcertified astrologer, working with ancient
techniques. She received the Professional
Forecasting Certificate from the LSA and
graduated from the School of Wisdom of
the Sky. She writes daily forecasts on her
social media account, Astrolojisu and is the
founder and principal of the Leo School of
Astrology. www.zeynepozlemyalcin.com
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We’d like to welcome you to the newly transformed Woodlands Event Centre. We hope you are able to take
advantage of the extensive event space, great technology, fantastic creative food offering and on-site facilities.
Our aim is to give you the best possible care and support while you are here, but should you need anything
else please let us know.

What’s on offer:
We have facilities on-site which you may enjoy during your time with us (subject to availability):
Y Spa: Our award winning Spa is located at the Waterfront Hotel. Enjoy the latest therapies, superb treatment
rooms and wonderful areas of relxation. The signature features are a Kelo sauna, and external hydrotherapy
pool.
18-hole golf course: Situated on the banks of the Great River Ouse this course is a challenging but exciting
way to spend some time at Wyboston Lakes Resort.
The Olive Restaurant: Our brand new Mediterranean themed restaurant is the latest addition to the Woodlands
Event Centre. You can enjoy dishes ranging from prime grills & burgers to pastas & salads, or a wonderful pizza
straight from the clay oven.
Take some time out to relax and join other delegates in the Cedar Bar where you can enjoy a variety of cold
and hot drinks or cocktails.
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NOMINATIONS FOR THE CHARLES HARVEY AWARD FOR
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE TO ASTROLOGY 2019

The CPA (Centre for Psychological Astrology) and FAS (Faculty of
Astrological Studies) nominate

Frances Clynes
Frances Clynes began learning astrology at the former Irish Astrological
Association (IAA) in 1987. From 1988 she was a member of the committee of
the IAA and from 1989, its secretary. 1989 was also the year she began teaching.
After the demise of the IAA in 2003, she and her partner, Poul Madsen, started
an astrological group in Dublin and taught classes from beginners to advanced
level and ran seminars. 2003 was also the year she became involved in the UK
astrological community, first as a delegate and then from 2007 as a Council
member (now Board member) of the Astrological Association of Great Britain.
Her greatest contributions to the AA have been the development of the website
and ongoing IT work including the e-newsletters In the Loop and Directions,
and the introduction of the Online Conference where one track of the annual
conference is streamed to delegates around the world. She is also a regular
speaker at the Annual Conference and at conferences internationally, including
the ISAR and UAC conference in the United States and, is a regular contributor to
The Astrological Journal.
Frances became involved with the Faculty of Astrological Studies, firstly as
a Diploma student in 2003, but from 2011 onwards as IT Manager, Technical
Assistant at the annual summer school in Oxford and, since 2015, as a Council
member, having received the FAS Diploma in 2013. She is a distance learning
tutor and teaches at the summer school each year. Since 2017 she has organised
and run the increasingly successful online seminar programme and in 2018 was
elected Faculty Vice President.
Frances is also actively involved in the Sophia Centre at the University of Wales
Trinity Saint David. She began studying for the MA in Cultural Astronomy and
Astrology while the Sophia Centre was still at Bath Spa, travelling from Dublin
to Bath each week for lectures. She graduated in 2007 and almost immediately
started researching for her PhD on the impact of the Internet on Astrology, with
which she graduated in 2016. When the Sophia Centre moved to Lampeter in
2007, she was appointed a tutor by Dr. Nick Campion and now teaches on the
‘Sky & Psyche’ and ‘Astral Religion’ modules as well as guest lecturing on the
‘Foundations’ and ‘Sacred Geography’ modules and supports students and tutors
with IT queries. She also organises the Annual Sophia Centre London Conference
and is part of the organising committee of the Annual Sophia Centre Conference
held in July each year and is involved in organising the annual summer school.
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NOMINATIONS FOR THE CHARLES HARVEY AWARD FOR
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE TO ASTROLOGY 2019

The STA (School of Traditional Astrology) and APAI (Association of
Professional Astrologers International) nominate

Angela Cornish
Angela Cornish has a lifetime service of acting as the wind beneath the wings
of British astrology. In 1983 she founded the Nottingham Astrological Society
and in the same year became elected as Honorary Secretary to the Astrological
Association of Great Britain. Angela held this position for nine years, taking care
of all the AA’s administrative tasks and also organising the annual conferences
(which, at that time, were held at university campuses around the country). It
was also Angela who initiated and ran the AA’s Mail Order Book Service, before
this was eventually succeeded by Midheaven Books.
Angela gained her Diploma in Astrology from the Mayo School in 1984 and
immediately commenced practising and teaching astrology in classes, talks and
workshops. In 1990 she became the Administrator for the Urania Trust, and took
up residency at the AA’s office at Caledonian Road, London, to commit herself to
full-time astrological administration. This was the building purchased from the
legacy of Olive Clayton “for the furtherance of astrological study”, which also
housed the AA’s lecture rooms and library. During this time, Angela acted as
the AA’s Membership Secretary and became responsible for organising regular
classes, talks, seminars and workshops for the AA, Urania Trust, and also the
Faculty of Astrological Studies!
Angela has actively engaged in raising the standard and safe-guarding the
reputation of British Astrology throughout her career. She has a long and
widespread involvement in teaching astrological techniques and has made
numerous appearances on TV and radio shows to promote and explain the
astrological point of view. She has also been a regular speaker for the AA’s Annual
Conference and has taught astrology in Scotland, Ireland, India, Italy and Poland.
In 2011 Angela gained her horary diploma with the STA (School of Traditional
Astrology). She subsequently taught horary for the Mayo school and the Faculty
of Astrological Studies and acted as a tutor and Faculty Member for the STA until
her retirement last year.
Angela continues to serve the astrological community in her role as Secretary
of the Astrological Association of Great Britain, and Secretary of the Association
of Professional Astrologers International. Angela has supported, improved and
honoured British astrology throughout her life, so the STA and APAI are delighted
to nominate her for the Charles Harve Award in recognition of the “exceptional
service to astrology” that she has provided – quietly, persistently and diligently –
for such an enduring period of time.
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NOMINATIONS FOR THE CHARLES HARVEY AWARD FOR
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE TO ASTROLOGY 2019

The AA (Astrological Association) nominate

Christeen Skinner
Creating her first birth chart at fifteen years of age, Christeen taught herself so
well that she passed the Faculty of Astrological Studies Diploma examination as
an external candidate in 1986. It was presented to her by Charles Harvey, with
whom she was to work closely in the years that followed. Soon after qualifying,
she commenced ten years teaching for the Faculty of Astrological Studies. She was
Chair of The Astrological Association 1988–93 and has been a Trustee of Urania
Trust since 1990. Since 2013, her commitment to the astrological community has
been as a director of the Alexandria I-base project – a web resource cataloguing
and preserving astrology and esoteric books and materials, wherever they are in
the world. In 2017, this work was recognised by her being nominated as a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Arts. She has been on the Board of the USA-based National
Council for Geocosmic Research since 2011 and Chair of its Advisory Board from
2013.
Christeen’s key astrological interests are midpoints, draconic and especially
harmonics, which she taught with Mike Harding and Charles Harvey and which is
presently enjoying a resurgence of interest. Since the publication of her book The
Financial Universe in 2004, and now through the companion books Exploring the
Financial Universe and the Beginner’s Guide to the Financial Universe, she has
become known as a business and financial astrologer, speaking at international
conferences and advising business in larger society.
Christeen’s professionalism and conscientious attention to detail are intrinsic to
everything she takes on. In this way, for nearly 35 years, her contribution has
played an important role in the growth of high standards within the British
astrological community. At the same time, she has harnessed these qualities to
become a fine international ambassador for this high level of astrology to both
our own and the mainstream community throughout the world.
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